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 Alexander VII (7 April 1655 – 22 May 1667)
 Commissioned St. Peter’s Square

 Issued Sollicitudo Omnium Ecclesiarum
establishing the doctrine of  the Immaculate 
Conception (defined as dogma centuries later)

 Innocent XII (12 July 1691 – 27 Sep 1700)
 Issued  Romanum decet Pontificem to stop 

nepotism

 Clement XI (23 Nov 1700 – 19 March 1721)
 Made Immaculate Conception a universal feast

 Innocent XIII (8 May 1721 – 7 March 1724)
 Ordered that no new members could be 

received into the Jesuits

 Issued Apostolici Ministerii to revive adoption 
of  reforms of  Trent, especially in Spain
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 Benedict XIII (29 May 1724 – 21 Feb 1730)
 Repealed worldwide tobacco ban of  Urban VII 

and Urban VIII
 Clement XII (12 July 1730 – 6 Feb 1740)

 Completed façade of  St. John Lateran, 
commissioned Trevi fountain

 Issued In eminenti apostolatus against 
Freemasonry

 Clement XIV (19 May 1769 – 22 Sep 1774)
 Issued Dominus ac Redemptor to suppress the 

Jesuits
 Pius VI (15 February 1775 – 29 Aug 1799)

 Condemned the French Revolution, expelled 
from Rome by French troops from 1798 until his 
death

 Six-month sede vacante period until Pius VII 
elected
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 Pius VII (14 March 1800 – 20 Aug 1823)
 Present at (but did not preside over) coronation of  Napoleon in December 

1804

 Expelled from the Papal States by French from 1809 to 1814

 Ended suppression of  the Jesuits

 Leo XIII (20 February 1878 – 20 July 1903)
 First Pope to fully embrace role of  Mary as mediatrix, promoted rosary 

and scapular

 Supported rights of  working classes but opposed Communism

 St. Pius X (4 August 1903 – 20 Aug 1914)
 Revised Roman breviary, encouraged and expanded reception of  

Eucharist, advocated for Gregorian chant

 Combatted modernism and required an oath against it for clergy

 Benedict XV (3 September 1914 – 22 Jan 1922)
 Credited for intervening for peace in World War I

 Issued 1917 Code of  Canon Law

 Issued Maximum illud to encourage missionary activity

 Pius XI (6 February 1922 – 10 Feb 1939)
 Signed Lateran Treaty with Italy establishing Vatican City as sovereign

 Inaugurated Vatican Radio (1931), re-founded Pontifical Academy of  
Sciences (1938)

 Instituted Feast of  Christ the King
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 Born Giovanni Maria Mastai-Ferretti 13 May 1792 in
Senigallia, Marche, Papal States

 Originally a Count in a noble family
 Soldier in Guardia Nobile until mustered out for epilepsy
 Was engaged to marry the daughter of  the Irish Anglican

Bishop of  Kildare (both families opposed the marriage)
 Threw himself  into theology studies with support of  Pope Pius VII
 Ordained in 1819; for a time he was required to

concelebrate Mass with another priest due to his epilepsy
 Sent to Chile and Peru to assist the Apostolic Nuncio

mapping out the role of  the Church with newly-
independent South American states

 Archbishop of  Spoleto in 1827 and Cardinal in 1839
 Elected Pope Pius IX in 1846

 Convened the 1st Vatican Council
 Revolutions  1848-1861 lost Papal States

 Unification of Kingdom of  Italy in 1861
 Rome remained under Papal control until 1870 due to

support of  French troops
 King Victor Emmanuel II declared war, Pius ordered minimal

defense of  the city to limit bloodshed and risk to civilians

 Longest-reigning pope whose dates of  reign are precisely known (i.e., Peter)
 Defined Immaculate Conception as dogma
 Defined papal infallibility and declared it dogma
 Issued the controversial Syllabus of  Errors
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 Born Eugenio Maria Giuseppe Giovanni Pacelli
2 March 1876 in Rome

 Family was intensely pious and had deep tied to Papal service
(e.g., “Black Nobility”)

 Began seminary at 18 and ordained Easter Sunday 1899

 Became a diplomat early in his career, receiving Doctorate with
a thesis on the nature of  concordats and the function of
canon law in relation to concordats

 Titular archbishop of  Sardis and Papal nuncio to Bavaria
(and therefore all of  Germany) in 1917

 First assignment to convey papal initiative to end WWI

 Apostolic Nuncio portfolio expanded in 1920 and 1925

 Named Cardinal in 1929 and Secretary of  State in 1930

 Signed concordats with Baden (1932), Austria (1933),Germany (1933), Yugoslavia 
(1935), and Portugal (1940)

 Concordat with Germany assured that Catholic churches and Catholic education were 
protected when Nazis rose to power, and enabling Pius XI to issue Mit brennder Sorge
expressing concern about Nazism

 Visited United States in 1936 and secured US sending a diplomat to the Holy See (first 
since 1870)

 Presided as Papal Legate over International Eucharistic Congress in Argentina (1934) 
and Budapest (1938)

 Elected Pope in 1939, likely due to diplomatic experience given world events

 As Pope during WWII, his actions have been viewed with differing opinions
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 Blaise Pascal (1623 – 1662)
 French mathematician, physicist, inventor, and writer

 Converted as an adult, to a Jansenist form of  Catholicism

 Authored a defense of  Jansenism under a pseudonym, in which he 
proposed a proof of  God that later came to be called “Pascal’s
Wager” – that humans bet with their lives whether or not God exists

 His Pensées was published posthumously and quickly became 
popular as one of  the finest works of  prose ever written in French

 St. Alphonsus Ligouri (1696 – 1787)
 Founded Redemptorists

 Prolific and popular author, writing about Mariology, moral
theology, and other topics

 Canonized as patron of  confessors and moral theologians

 Blessed John Henry Newman (1801 – 1890)
 Anglican priest age 24

 Involved in the Oxford Movement that led to the rise of  Anglo-
Catholicism – a focus on recovering the original identity of  
Anglicanism as one of  three branches of  the “One, Holy, catholic, 
and Apostolic Church”

 Led to his becoming Roman Catholic, priest age 46, cardinal age 
78

 Prolific tract writer, lecturer, and teacher, many universities have 
Newman Societies or Newman Centers
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 Pope Leo XIII (1810 - 1903)

 Born Vincenzo Gioacchino Raffaele Luigi Pecci to a noble Roman 
family, attended Jesuit school but opted for diocesan clergy, ultimately 
received 3 doctorates (theology, civil law, canon law)

 Papacy focused on Thomism, consecrations, encouraging study
of  Scripture, improving relationships with Eastern churches, 

Mariology, social teachings, relationship of  Church and State, named 
multiple saints and 4 additional Doctors

 Issued Rerum novarum to address social inequality and social justice 
issues with Papal authority, focusing on the rights and duties of  capital 
and labour

 Joseph Hilaire Pierre René Belloc (1870 - 1953)

 Anglo-French writer, orator, poet, sailor, satirist, writer of  letters, 
soldier, and political activist; not a theologian but his Catholic faith 
permeated all of  his works, including collaborations with Chesterton

 "Wherever the Catholic sun does shine, there's always laughter and 
good red wine.“

 Gilbert Keith (G. K.) Chesterton (1874 – 1936)
 English writer, poet, philosopher, dramatist, journalist, orator, lay theologian, 

biographer, and literary and art critic

 Baptized into the Church of  England but raised Unitarian, developed a fascination 
for the occult; married another author at 27 who led him back to Anglicanism; his 
determination to be an “orthodox” Christian led him to full communion at age 48

 His apologetic works Orthodoxy and The Everlasting Man had (and continue to 
have) wide appeal, even among critics

 Coined the term “mere Christianity” that was later adopted by C.S. Lewis
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 Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, SJ (1881 - 1955)

 French idealist philosopher and Jesuit priest; trained as a 

paleontologist and geologist (participated in discovery of  Peking 

Man)

 Writings received a monitum and have only become popular 

posthumously – we may talk more about him next session

 St. Edith Stein / Teresa Benedicta of  the Cross (1891 - 1942)

 German Jewish philosopher born in Breslau, Silesia; received a 

doctor of  philosophy as a student and teaching assistant of  

Edmund Nusserl, becoming faculty of  the University of  Freiburg

 Converted to Catholicism age 30, became a teacher at Catholic 

schools; translated some of  Aquinas’ works into German, worked 

to reconcile Thomism and German philosophy, was forced to give 

up teaching position due to antisemitism in Germany

 Entered Cologne Discalced Carmelite monastery as a nun age 42

 Later sent to another monastery in Echt, Netherlands, with her 

sister Rosa (also a convert and extern sister) for safety

 Nazi occupation of  the Netherlands and she and her sister were 

deported along with 987 other Jews and killed at Auschwitz

 Controversy among non-Catholics over referring to her as a martyr
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 Ever since the Renaissance and the rise of  secular humanism, 
people had been looking less and less to the Church for 
guidance and meaning
 The rise of  industrialism and expanding trade gave many 

people choices compared to past generations
 Rationalism, liberalism (not what we think of  when we say 

“liberal” in today’s politics), and materialism challenged the 
moral teachings of  the Church

 The rise of  nationalism and stronger centralized national 
governments led to increased separation of  Church and State, 
with the Pope being viewed by Protestant leaders as a foreign 
power that was a threat to national interests
 Would Catholics follow their national leaders or the Pope?

 Anti-monarchy movements (e.g., American Revolution, French 
Revolution) were often led by atheists or by people for whom 
religion was less important than their political activism
 Catholic Church as an organized entity was perceived as a 

threat, or as an easily-plundered resource, or both
 These ideological challenges led to the Church eventually 

responding with the First Vatican Council
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 Summoned by Bl. Pope Pius IX on 29 June 1868
 First session began in St. Peter’s Basilica on 8 December 1869
 Early sessions dealt with administrative matters and committee 

assignments
 With the outbreak of  the Franco-Prussian War and capture of  Emperor 

Napoleon III at the Battle of  Sedan in September 1870, French troops 
protecting Rome were withdrawn

 The Council was on a summer recess, and Bl. Pius IX declared the 
council adjourned indefinitely (not officially closed until 1960)

 Issued two Dogmatic Constitutions
 Dei Filius

 Adopted unanimously and issued by the Pope on 24 April 1870
 Set forth the teaching of  "the holy Catholic Apostolic Roman Church" on 

God, revelation and faith – restatement and clarification of  prior doctrines 
from Council of  Trent

 Condemned rationalism, liberalism, naturalism, materialism and pantheism
 Received without serious criticism, even among Orthodox and Protestants

 Pastor aeturnus – Defined four doctrines
 Apostolic primacy conferred on Peter
 Perpetuity of  the Petrine Primacy in the Roman pontiffs
 Meaning and power of  the papal primacy
 Papal infallibility (not adopted unanimously)
 Received with controversy, even among the Catholic faithful
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 Catholic: Synod of  Pistoia (1786)
 Local synod in Tuscany led by Scipione de’Ricci, Bishop of  Pistoia, with the patronage of  

Leopold, Grand Duke of  Tuscany

 Recommended a number of  “reforms”, some of  which were inspired by Jansenist 
participants

 Made a series of  recommendations that were warmly received by the Grand Duke but a 
national assembly of  all the Tuscan bishops resulted in a minority of  only 3 supporters

 Pope Pius VI commissioned four bishops supported by lay clergy to review, with judgement 
to be passed by a congregation of  cardinals and bishops – synod was formally condemned 
and Bishop de’Ricci resigned, eventually signing an act of  submission to the decision of  the 
Pope

 Orthodox: Council of  Jerusalem (1672)
 Condemned Protestantism, reaffirmed absence of  filioque

 Orthodox: Synods of  Constantinople (1755, 1772, 1819, 1872)
 Decreed all Western sacraments (Latin or Protestant) invalid

 Denied doctrine of  Purgatory

 Opposed rationalism, metaphysics

 Condemned Phyletism as heresy (idea that the Church should be along ethnic and 
geographical lines)

 Orthodox: Council of  Constantinople (1923)
 Authorized local churches to use Revised Julian calendar while retaining traditional 

Paschalion (rules for determining the date of  Easter)

 Anglican: Westminter Assembly (1643 – 1653)
 Restructured the Church of  England and Scotland, revised the Thirty-Nine Articles

 Debate over adoption of  the Apostles’, Nicene, and Athanasian Creeds led to 
denominational fractures later

 Issued a number of  confessional, catechetical, and liturgical documents

 Huguenot: Seven “Church of  the Desert” synods in France (1715 – 1758)
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 Repeated wars over trade between European powers and use 
of privateers leads to the Golden Age of  Piracy (1650 – 1720)

 Purge of  Puritanism in England following the Restoration 
(1660), leading to Puritan emigration to America

 Christian coalitions (often coordinated by the Papacy) ended 
expansion of  the Ottoman Empire
into Europe (from 1683, the Ottoman
Empire was largely in decline)

 Louis XIV establishes an absolute
monarchy in France and asserts
(successfully) that his authority over
the Church in France was equal to the
Pope’s
 “L’etat c’est moi”
 Revoked Edict of  Nantes
 Forced acceptance of  Conciliarism
 Force denial of  Papal infallibility
 Threatened Pope Innocent XI with

calling an Ecumenical Council and a
French military takeover of  the Papal
States

King  Louis XIV, by Hyacinthe Rigaud, 1702, The Louvre
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 Emperor of  China grants religious freedom to Catholics following 
evangelization in latter half  of  17th century
 Evangelization reconciled Catholic faith into Chinese thinking, leading to 

blended practices

 Led to Chinese Rites controversy and a series of  disagreements (1692 – 1742)

 Several outbreaks of  plague affect
much of  Europe from 1629 (Italy) to
1720 (France), most notably the
Great London Plague of  1665-1666
(and Great London Fire of  1666)

 “Glorious Revolution” in United
Kingdom (1688)
 Protestant Princess Mary Stuart and

her husband William, Duke of
Orange, depose Mary’s
Catholic father James II

 Russian conquest of  much of  Poland
leads to Russia having both Catholic and
Orthodox populations

 Increased colonization of  India and Africa

 Inventions include the microscope, blood transfusions, and the work of  
Isaac Newton

Artist unknown, untitled, 

Museum of  London, ~1675
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 War of  Spanish Succession  (1701 –
1714) follows death of  last Spanish 
Hapsburg king, claimants were 
Austrian Hapsburgs and French 
Bourbons, war erupted across all of  
Europe and their colonies

 Prussia begins to gain 
independence from Holy Roman 
Empire

 Great Northern War (1700 – 1721) 
leads to breakup of  Swedish Empire 
as Norway, Denmark, and various 
Baltic states gain independence, 
supported by Russia, much of  rest 
of  Europe gets involved

 Tsar Peter the Great centralizes 
power in Russia (first use of  
“scorched earth” as a Russian 
defense against Sweden)

 Belgium becomes independent from 
the Netherlands
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 Conflict between various 
denominations in England’s 
American colonies leads to 
different colonies having different 
predominant Protestant 
denominations

 Slavery becomes a big business, 
with the African kingdoms of  
Dahomey and Oyo competing over 
which can export the most slaves 
and import the most firearms

 Introduction of  coffee to South 
America

 University of  Bologna makes 
Laura Bassi the first woman 
professor in Europe

 Last of  England’s 13 colonies 
(Georgia) founded as a debtor’s 
asylum (1733)
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 War of  Polish Succession 
assures that Poland will 
not be independent for a 
long time

 Zenger Trial in New York 
establishes foundations 
for freedom of  the press

 War of  Austrian 
Succession (1740 – 1748), 
another pan-European 
war over Hapsburg 
succession leading to 
other nations grabbing for 
territories

 John Locke and Charles 
Montesquieu write liberal 
treatises that heavily 
influence those who later 
begin the American and 
French Revolutions

 By 1750, 33% of  the 
world’s manufactured 
goods are produced in 
China, while 25% are 
produced in India 
(England, the most 
industrial nation in Europe 
at that time, produces 2%)
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 Colonial indigenous populations begin 
rebelling against European overlords, 
generally being crushed by firepower

 French and Indian War (1754 – 1763) 
begins with Lt. Col. George Washington 
disobeys orders and commits a war 
crime
 North American theater of  global Seven 

Years’ War

 France loses American colonies to 
England and Spain but English Crown 
saddled with immense war debt (resulting 
in new taxation leading to American 
Revolution)

 Anglo-Indian wars (1766 – 1849)

 Global demand for sugar increases 
plantation system in the Americas and 
increases use of  slave labor

 Suppression of  Jesuits (1773 – 1814) 
leads to Franciscan and Dominican 
dominance in missions

 Slaveholders in America begin 
establishing separate churches for their 
slaves
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 American Revolution, American Confederation 
of  States, Constitution and United States of  
America

 Vermont colony established constitution that 
bans slavery, Pennsylvania later passes a law 
stating that children born of  slaves after 1780 
are free, Massachusetts follows suit in 1783

 French Crown is deep in debt following support 
for American Revolution, leading to the French 
Revolution

 Russia, Prussia, and Austria take advantage of  
France’s distraction by Revolution and conduct 
the Second Partition of  Poland

 French Revolutionary government gains 
stability in France by going to war with 
neighbors, resulting in significant eventual 
power for the military and the rise of  Napoleon 
Bonaparte
 Napoleon becomes First Consul of  France in 1799

 Inventions include steam engine (practical), 
first cure/prevention for scurvy discovered 
(citrus), discovery of  oxygen (and other gases), 
mechanized dental drill (foot pedal)
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 Louisiana Purchase
 Colonies (e.g., Haiti) begin gaining 

independence, still more by exception
 England abolishes the slave trade in 1807 

(slavery abolished in 1833), US Congress 
follows suit but this law is largely ignored in 
the southern states

 Spain begins gradually losing control over 
her colonies, opening up trade opportunities 
for England

 United States annexes Florida – rest of  the 
world doesn’t like it, but can’t do much about 
it while worried about Napoleon

 Revolutions spread to Spain, parts of  the 
former Holy Roman Empire, Germany, 
Decembrist revolution in Russia – most fail 
but some result in democratic monarchies

 Mexico allows Americans to settle Texas, 
eventually Texas gains independence
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 Multiple wars between Russia and 
Ottoman Empire

 Revolutions in Italy eventually result in 
unification of  Kingdom of  Italy and loss of  
territory for Papal States despite Austria 
intervening on Papal behalf

 Conflict between Boers and British arise 
in South Africa, partially over slavery

 Faster trans-Atlantic voyages permit 
potato blight from America to cross the 
ocean (spores had previously died out on 
long trips), leading to potato famine in 
Ireland

 Earliest writing of  Marx and Engels on 
political theories that will lead to 
communism

 Gold Rush in California begins
 Inventions include opium, sugar from 

beets, the accordion, Beethoven, Scotch 
tape, railroads, lawn mower, sewing 
machine, Darwin’s work, McCormick 
reaper-harvester, Colt revolver, exploding 
cannonballs, typewriter, telegraph, ether 
as anesthetic, safety pin, steam-powered 
ships
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 Gold Rush in Australia
 Crimean War (1853 – 1856)
 “Third Pandemic” of  plague in China 

(1855 – 1894), finally cause of  the 
disease identified as a bacteria infecting 
fleas

 Darwin publishes Origin of  Species 21 
years after finishing his research (1859)

 American Civil War (1861 – 1865)
 Franco-Prussian War (1870 – 1871)
 Opium Wars in China lead to opening of  

more trade access for European 
interests
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 Discovery of  mercury poisoning leads

to changes in manufacturing

 Russia sells Alaska to United States (1867)

 Suez canal (1869)

 Marx acknowledges that while England

and America offer opportunities for

workers to attain their goals by peaceful

means, these are exceptions…

 Gold discovered in the Dakotas, leading to conflict with the 

Sioux

 Russia continues to conquer former Ottoman territories in the 

‘stans…Russia frequently uses coming to the defense of  

oppressed Orthodox as pretext

 European powers get together to settle problems with 

continuing revolts and wars involving Ottoman Empire, laying 

the groundwork for World War I

Public domain
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 Radical revolts in Russia begin, gradually leading toward 
Bolshevik Revolution

 Boer Wars (1880 – 1881, 1899 – 1902)
 American economy is booming in 1880s and 1890s while 

Europe in decline
 Spanish American War (1898)
 Boxer Rebellion (1899 – 1901) in China
 Inventions include large clocks (e.g., Big Ben), elevator brake,

many medical advances, first railway
bridge over Mississippi river, subway,
first oil wells, potato chips, dynamite,
widespread use of  telegraph,
repeating weapons (e.g., Gatling gun), 
tree ring dating, barbed wire, light bulb
(invented in Canada, Edison buys the
patent then improves on it), radio,
gramophone, phonograph, cameras,
internal combustion engine, X-rays,
the zipper

Excerpted from cover art for Great Inventors and Their Inventions: 
[Illustrated Edition], by Frank P. Bachman, CreateSpace Publishing, 2017
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 World War I
 Bolshevik Revolution and the 

Rise of  Communism
 Great Depression
 Rise of  Dictatorships
 World War II
 The Holocaust
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